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Abstract Strombolian activity is characterized by repeated, low energy, explosions and is named after the
volcano where such activity has persisted for around 2000 years, i.e., Stromboli (Aeolian Islands, Italy).
Stromboli represents an excellent laboratory where measurements of such explosions can be made from
safe, but close, distances. During a field campaign in 2008, two 15 cm diameter bombs were quenched and
collected shortly after a normal explosion. The bombs were characterized in terms of their textural, chemical,
rheological, and geophysical signatures. The vesicle and crystal size distribution of the samples, coupled with
the glass chemistry, enabled us to quantify variations in the degassing history and rheology of the magma
resident in the shallow (i.e., in last 250 m of conduit length). The different textural facies observed in these
bombs showed that fresh magma was mingled with batches of partially to completely degassed, oxidized,
high-crystallinity, high-viscosity, evolved magma. This magma sat at the top of the conduit and played only a
passive role in the explosive process. The fresh, microlite-poor, vesiculated batch, however, experienced a
response to the explosive event, by undergoing rapid decompression. Integration of geophysical measurements
with sample analyses indicates that popular bubble-bursting models may not fit this case. We suggest that the
degassed, magma forms a plug, or rheological layer, at the top of the conduit, through which the fresh magma
bursts. In this model we need to consider the paradox of a slug ascending too fast through a magma of varying
viscosity and yield strength.

1. Introduction

Slow magma ascent and/or ascent of bubbles in a low viscosity magma to generate foam have long been
associated with low-intensity Strombolian activity [e.g., Wilson and Head, 1981; Jaupart and Vergniolle,
1988]. Transitions between effusive and explosive activity (fountaining, Strombolian, and more energetic
eruptive styles) have been explained in terms of changes in the magma ascent velocity, bubble ascent
velocity, magma viscosity, number of bubble nuclei, and gas solubility [e.g., Slezin, 2003; Parfitt and Wilson,
1995]. However, although well tested in the laboratory and with geophysical data [e.g., Jaupart and
Vergniolle, 1988; Vergniolle and Brandeis, 1996; Ripepe et al., 2001], models lack the constraints imposed by
the actual physical conditions of the shallow-system magma through which the bubbles must rise, coa-
lesce, and burst. Such information can be obtained from field sampling of the erupted products [e.g.,
Corsaro et al., 2005; Lautze and Houghton, 2005, 2007, 2008; Polacci et al., 2006, 2008, 2009; Andronico et al.,
2008; Colò et al., 2010; Pistolesi et al., 2011].

Stromboli (Figure 1) is an ideal field laboratory where such theories and relations can be tested. The active
vent area is reasonably safe and easy to access, and the persistence of degassing and mildly explosive
(Strombolian) activity provides a guaranteed target for multidisciplinary experiments designed to under-
stand conduit processes and the genesis of basaltic explosions [e.g., Ripepe et al., 2001, 2002; Rosi et al., 2006;
Harris and Ripepe, 2007a; Scharff et al., 2008; Landi et al., 2011; Pistolesi et al., 2011]. The shallow system, the
zone which spans the region between the level of large gas bubble formation and the magma free surface, is
fed by highly viscous (~104 Pa s), partially degassed magma that contains, on average, 45–55 vol % of pla-
gioclase, clinopyroxene, and olivine in equilibrium with a shoshonitic (SiO2 ~52 wt %) residual melt [Métrich
et al., 2010]. Geochemical and isotopic analyses of Stromboli’s products are consistent with the presence of a
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polybaric, multireservoir system, comprising at least three different reservoirs [e.g., Francalanci et al., 2005;
Métrich et al., 2010]. These are (i) a deep reservoir at 10–11 km, (ii) a shallower reservoir at 3.5 km [Bertagnini
et al., 2003], and (iii) a conduit system that extends to the surface and which typically has its magma free
surface at a depth between 20m and 220m [Harris and Ripepe, 2007a]. According to Francalanci et al. [2005],
low-porphyritic (LP), light colored, volatile-rich pumices are only erupted from the deep reservoir during the
most energetic eruptions. In contrast, highly porphyritic (HP), dark colored scoriae are erupted during normal
explosive activity from the reservoir at 3.5 km. Often, these two end-members are mingled [Andronico and
Pistolesi, 2010; Pistolesi et al., 2011; Andronico et al., 2013] and, recently, ash fragments of LP magma have
been found in the products of normal activity [D’Oriano et al., 2011].

In terms of textural features, the HP scoriae have a population of spherical to subspherical (0.1 to 3mm)
vesicles and a sparser population of large vesicles with diameters of up to 10mm. The entire vesicle popu-
lation has a number density ranging from 102 to 104mm�3 [Lautze and Houghton, 2005, 2007, 2008; Polacci
et al., 2006, 2008, 2009; Colò et al., 2010]. All of these authors agree that these features have resulted from
processes operating in the shallow conduit system. This shallow system is located above the convective
overturn of vesicular magma which rises through the conduit, degasses, and then sinks back down as denser
material [Allard et al., 1994; Harris and Stevenson, 1997; Burton et al., 2007].

Stromboli’s normal activity consists of repeated explosive events from themain craters (i.e., NE, Central Crater,
and SW), each lasting a few seconds to tens of seconds and which can be subdivided into ballistic-dominated
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Figure 1. DEM of Stromboli Volcano, Italy. The crater area is shown, and the red spot is the sampling location for the two bombs. SW, CC, and
NE refer to craters. ROC, Roccete station at ROC. The thermal camera was located 300m southwest of the SW crater; the infrasonic and
seismic array are located between SW crater and ROC.
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or ash-dominated explosive events [Patrick et al., 2007]. They are characterized by jets of gas and incandes-
cent magma fragments that generally attain heights of 100–200m, have typical exit velocities in the range
2m s�1 to 100m s�1, and involve dense rock equivalent masses of 103 – 104 kg [Blackburn et al., 1976; Chouet
et al., 1974; Ripepe et al., 1993; Patrick et al., 2007; Harris et al., 2013]. Recent studies show that maximum
ejection velocities may be as high as 200–300m/s [Delle Donne and Ripepe, 2012; Taddeucci et al., 2012] and
are associated with a leading spray of lapilli-sized fragments that appear to be carried by the gas phase [Harris
et al., 2012]. These explosions have been explained in terms of generation, ascent, and bursting of large gas
slugs at the magma free surface [Blackburn et al., 1976; Vergniolle and Brandeis, 1996]. Two main models have
been proposed to explain generation of the slugs: a collapsing foammodel and a rise rate-dependent model
[Parfitt, 2004, and references therein]. In the collapsing foam model, an accumulation of gas bubbles builds a
foam trapped by some constriction in the conduit system. Upon reaching a critical thickness, the foam collapses
to generate the gas slug, which enters and ascends the final section of the conduit to burst at the magma free
surface [Jaupart and Vergniolle, 1988, 1989; Vergniolle and Jaupart, 1990]. In the rise rate-dependent model, the
rise rate of themagma is relatively slow so that the bubbles have time to grow and coalesce to generate the slug
[e.g., Wilson, 1980; Parfitt and Wilson, 1995]. In addition, the volcano is characterized by persistent degassing
activity driven by small (<0.5m in diameter) gas bubble bursting every 1–2 s due to overpressurized bubbly
flow regime [Ripepe et al., 1996; Harris and Ripepe, 2007b]. This puffing style of activity appears to dominate
activity in the central part of the system (i.e., activity at the central crater), with explosions characterizing the
marginal zones (i.e., the SW and NE craters).

Geophysical measurements at Stromboli have typically been framed in the context of these two models [e.g.,
Vergniolle et al., 1996; Ripepe et al., 2001]. For example, seismic events associated with Stromboli’s normal
activity are characterized by a first arrival of a low-frequency (very long period, VLP) component (1–3Hz),
followed by a high-frequency (3–7Hz) component [e.g., Braun and Ripepe, 1993; Chouet et al., 1999]. The
source of the VLP signal is very stable and has been located at a depth of 220–300m [Chouet et al., 1999,
2003]. These seismic events have been related to the generation of the gas slug [Ripepe et al., 2001; Chouet
et al., 2003] or to a change in conduit inclination that can induce a change in regime to bubbly flow [James
et al., 2004]. The high-frequency component is related to the explosion itself [Ntepe and Dorel, 1990]. In the
classic model, the sound is caused by the bubble burst [Vergniolle and Brandeis, 1996; Vergniolle et al., 1996],
followed by emission of the fragments at the vent to give a thermal signal [Ripepe et al., 2001, 2002; Harris and
Ripepe, 2007a]. The general assumption is that the slug has to pass through a conduit filled with homoge-
neous magma to burst freely at the magma-air interface and that the geophysical signals should follow in a
predictable and calculable way.

In June 2008, we collected two decimetric-sized bombs from an explosion that was also recorded using
thermal video and an array of infrasonic and seismic sensors. The idea to study the bomb component of the
explosion arose from the fact that while many normal explosions at Stromboli are dominated by this coarse
component [Patrick et al., 2007], it is rarely sampled. We thus wanted to check if the textural signature of these
large samples was identical to the lapilli-sized scoria more commonly described in the literature. Textural
variations were quantified for each sample, including vesicle content, vesicle size distribution, phenocryst,
and microlite crystal content. The glass chemistry was also analyzed, and the rheology of the samples mea-
sured. These physical data enabled us to define the magma conditions across the uppermost portion of the
conduit, i.e., in the region of the magma-air interface where the bubble should burst. This information
allowed us to connect the magma conditions to the accompanying geophysical signals and emission
dynamics, and it led us to develop an integrated model that incorporates chemical and rheological hetero-
geneity within the conduit.

2. Setting and Methods
2.1. Activity

Sampling was carried out on the western flank of the SW crater, on the upper Sciara del Fuoco (Figure 1) on 3
June 2008. Seismic tremor was relatively strong during sampling, and gas puffing from the Central Crater was
intense, reaching 23 Pa (compared with normal values of 30 Pa recorded at Roccete station, ROC, [Lacanna
and Ripepe, 2013]) and was characterized by spattering episodes. By the standards of normal activity at
Stromboli, the intensity of explosions, in particular those occurring at the SW Crater, were moderate-to-high.
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SW Crater activity was fed by a single 1–2 m wide vent, which emitted gas-rich bursts of bombs and lapilli to
heights of 170–420m, causing bombs to escape the ~80m wide crater and land on the west (outer) flank of
the crater, where they could be sampled in moderate safety (Figure 1).

2.2. Sampling and Sample Preparation

The two bombs were collected during an explosion at 11:11 (all times are GMT) on 3 June 2008. Each was
15 cm long, was emitted during a normal explosion from Stromboli’s SW Crater, and came to rest on the
upper Sciara del Fuoco (see Figure 1) ~300m SSW of the vent. Both bombs were quenched by pouring water
on them, allowing us to preserve their pristine texture and chemistry and to limit postfragmentation
expansion. The explosion was also captured using a thermal camera (a FLIR Systems S40), as well as by the
infrasonic array and seismic network maintained by the University of Firenze (Florence, Italy).

The two bombs (named A and D) comprised amain fragment “a”, and two smaller pieces “b” and “c” for bomb
A, and a main fragment “d”, and two smaller pieces “e” and “f” for bomb D (Figure 2). Both bombs were
sectioned longitudinally (a1R and d2L, Figure 2) and transversely (a1cL and d2cR, Figure 2). Because of their
textural heterogeneity, 24 thin sections were prepared, from which 12 were chosen for higher magnification
analyses (yellow boxes in Figure 2). Fragment 2a2 (bomb A) was cut longitudinally, so we obtain portion a1
and a2. Portion a1 allowed us to examine the two bomb-scale sections, 2a1R2 and 2a1L2. Next, the 2a1R2 part
was cut transversely to generate two further sections: 2a1cL2 and 2a1cR2. Fragment 2d2 (bomb D) was
longitudinally cut and two sections, 2d2R2 and 2d2L2, were obtained. Subsequently, the 2d2L2 fragment was
cut transversely to provide two further bomb-scale sections, 2d2cR2and 2d2cL2. Finally, fragment 2e2 was cut
into two halves.

2.3. Density and Textural Measurements

The method of Houghton and Wilson [1989] was used to obtain sample bulk density. The dense rock density
of fragments a2 and b from bomb A was measured by helium pycnometry at Washington University in
St. Louis. About 22 g of fine powder was used for each, and the results were 2957 and 2948 kgm�3, respectively,
in agreement with the values found by Pistolesi et al. [2011]. Because of the size of the bombs and their

Figure 2. The longitudinal and transverse parts of bomb A are a1R and a1cL, while the longitudinal and transverse cut parts of bomb D are
d2L and d2cR, respectively. The white and yellow boxes locate the 24 thin sections, with the yellow ones indicating the thin sections chosen
for SEM analyses. In the table, measured densities (ρ) and vesicularities (Ves) measures are listed. Different letters refer to the different pieces
into which bombs were cut to calculate density values. “L” and “R” mean the left or the right face.
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heterogeneous nature (they contained both dense and vesicular zones in close proximity), we completed bulk
density measurements for multiple samples of each bomb (see Table in Figure 2).

Next, the largest vesicle populations at the sample scale were imaged using a desktop scanner, either by
scanning the thin section or the sectioned sample itself (Figure 3). Subsequent larger magnifications (e.g., at
magnifications of 25×, 100×) were captured through scanning electron microscopy (SEM), in backscattered
electron imaging mode, using chemical contrasts (Figure 4). The images were used as inputs into a MATLAB-
based program named “Fast Object Acquisition and Measurement System” to yield various parameters that
describe the spatial arrangement, as well as the size and number, of vesicles in the samples. Shea et al. [2010]
details this image analysis strategy, as well as the stereological assumptions adopted. Results for both the
bulk sample, and each texture observed in each bomb, are given in Table 1.

Finally, we calculated the percentage of crystals in two dimensions and adjusted the results to a vesicle-free
basis. We then applied a spherical shape assumption to generate a qualitative sense of their size distribution,
as given in Figure 5, while the percentage of phenocrysts and microlites were calculated using Image
J (Table 1).

2.4. Chemistry

Electron microprobe analyses of glass compositions were determined with the University of Hawaii five-
spectrometer Cameca SX-50 electron microprobe using SAMx automation. The operating conditions were a
10μm spot size, 15 kV accelerating voltage, and 10 nA beam current. Peak counting times were 30 s for all
elements except for potassium, which was measured for 90 s. Sodium was analyzed first to minimize its loss.
Accuracy was checked on glass standards VG-2 and A-99 (basalts), and the raw data were corrected using
ZAF-PAP procedures [e.g., Reed, 1993]. Results reported in Table S1 in the supporting information are aver-
ages of 12 spot analyses. Additional analyses were conducted using a CAMECA SX 100 electronmicroprobe at
the Laboratoire Magma et Volcans (Clermont-Ferrand) facility with operating condition of 5–10μm spot size,
15 kV accelerating voltage, and 4–8 nA beam current. Compositions of samples used in rheology experiments
were analyzed using the JEOL JXA-8200 microprobe at Washington University in St. Louis, with a 15 kV

Figure 3. Bombs (a) A and (b) D (scale in Figure 2). Black = vesicles; white = phenocrysts; light grey area = dense areas; and dark grey areas =
vesiculated areas.
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accelerating voltage and either 10 nA or 25 nA beam current with either a 1μm or 5μm spot size, depending
on the session. Peak counting times were 60 s for all elements; again, sodium was always analyzed first.

2.5. Rheological Experiments

The rheology of the bomb material was investigated using four different approaches. First, we measured the
rheology of pristine bomb material directly using a Theta Industries Rheotronic 1000 parallel-plate viscom-
eter, as described byWhittington et al. [2009]. A ~8mm diameter cylindrical core of bomb fragment a1cL was
drilled using a diamond core bit, cut to ~10mm length using a diamond wafer saw, and polished to smooth
parallel faces using carbide grit paper. The core was subjected to uniaxial compression with a 1.5 kg load at
temperatures of between 895°C and 985°C. Viscosity was calculated from the ratio of the applied stress to the
observed strain rate, assuming constant volume (a reasonable approximation for the small finite strains

Figure 4. (a and b) Thin section of a portion of bomb A and D in which dense and vesiculated areas are well visible. The dense areas are
characterized by oxidized olivines (crystals in black). (c and d) The same processed thin sections are shown: dark = vesicles; light grey =
glass; and dark grey = crystals. For the thin sections the same scale is reported in Figure 4c. (e–j) Backscattered SEM (BSE) images magnified
25X show the different textures. See text for explanation. HP, HPM, HPD, and HPDs are textural facies defined in section 3.2. In Figure 4g the
scale is reported for all the SEM images.
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obtained: <4% shortening). The accuracy of the viscometer is about 0.06 log units for homogeneous glasses
[Whittington et al., 2009].

Second, we measured the viscosity of the homogeneous remelted liquid. A portion of bomb fragment a1cL
was melted in a Pt crucible in a muffle furnace in air for 30 min at 1500°C and then quenched to glass. The
superliquidus viscosity was measured using a Theta Industries Rheotronic 1600 rotating viscometer, at
temperatures between ~1120°C and 1500°C, with an accuracy of about 0.02 log units, as described by Getson
and Whittington [2007]. Four cores of remelted glass were drilled and polished, and parallel-plate data were
collected in the temperature range ~680 to ~750°C and in the viscosity range ~109 to 1011 Pa s.

Third, in an attempt to bridge the gap between homogeneous melt and partially crystalline, vesicular
magma, we heated each of the four cores used in the parallel-plate viscometer to a higher temperature (950
or 1000°C) where crystal nucleation would be rapid. The samples dwelled at high temperature for up to 60 min,
before their viscosity was measured. This was followed by rapid cooling and characterization of crystal
content by SEM imaging.

Table 1. Summary of Textural Features for Each Bomba

Ves Ctx corr Phenocorr μlitescorr NV NVcorr

Samples Texture (%) Ni N_ves N_ctx (%) (%) (%) (mm
�3
) (mm

�3
)

Bomb A
Face_a1R a1R2 Mixture 20 17 329 3110 51 47 8 684 1768
(longitudinal) HP 23 10 588 735 42 39 4 803 1671

HPD 1 9 57 2643 55 49 11 515 1013
a1R4 HPM 35 19 803 3158 58 52 13 1784 5508
a1R5 HPM+HP 41 13 466 1208 55 52 6 1342 4160

Face_a1L a1cL1 Mixture 39 20 1196 2674 40 37 5 1360 3545
(trasversal) HP 31 7 423 312 40 39 2 1167 2773

HPM 44 13 523 1757 41 37 7 1682 4980
a1cL3 Mixture 36 10 165 2169 46 39 11 726 1725

HP 48 7 169 645 41 39 4 645 1995
HPD 9 4 82 1278 50 39 19 866 1517

a1cL4 Mixture 21 17 1851 6068 55 46 17 6311 15146
HPM 26 12 839 3688 56 47 17 7015 18639
HPD 9 6 482 3110 54 44 19 5406 10600

Minimum 1 4 57 312 40 37 2 515 1013
Maximum 48 20 1851 6068 58 52 19 7015 18639
Mean 27 12 570 2325 49 43 10 2165 5360
ST 14 5 487 1522 7 5 6 2266 5518

Bomb D
Face _d2L d2L1 Mixture 32 19 729 3569 51 47 8 665 1852
(longitudinal) HP 22 4 115 99 49 48 1 518 1270

HPM 31 16 635 3438 52 47 9 694 1867
d2L2b Mixture 30 18 1366 4324 54 47 13 2823 7079

HPM 41 9 496 1531 56 52 9 4256 13268
HPDs 20 10 508 2774 51 42 16 5376 10278

d2L5 Mixture 37 18 1179 3925 48 41 11 1059 2891
HPM 45 9 145 978 47 43 8 668 2093
HPDs 25 10 1350 2811 46 37 15 1235 2695

Face _d2R d2cR1 Mixture 32 19 688 6073 51 46 10 1591 4679
(trasversal) HP 37 11 727 1196 53 50 5 930 3014

HPDs 12 13 275 3261 48 40 13 1890 3660
d2cR4 Mixture 46 19 763 4053 40 34 9 896 2653

HP 54 4 76 161 31 29 3 533 1741
HPDs 20 7 477 1451 46 39 12 772 1605
HPM 57 10 687 2350 36 30 9 1097 3910

d2cR5 HPM 45 19 574 3636 42 37 8 2896 8431
Minimum 12 4 76 99 31 29 1 518 1270
Maximum 57 19 1366 6073 56 52 16 5376 13268
Mean 34 13 635 2684 47 42 9 1641 4293
ST 13 5 387 1607 7 7 4 1408 3449

aThe table shows the following, for each sample: textural facies (Texture), 2-D integrated vesicularity (Ves); number of images processed for each sample (Ni); number of vesicle and
crystal analyzed for each sample, respectively (N_ves, N_ctx); vesicle-free percentage of crystals (Ctxcorr); vesicle-free percentage of phenocrysts (Phenocorr); melt reference microlites
(μlitescorr); total volumetric number density of vesicles referenced to whole clast (Nv); total volumetric number density of vesicles referenced to melt only (Nvcorr).
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Finally, we took two cores from each of the three bomb
fragments and deformed them in the parallel-plate vis-
cometer at a constant temperature of 985–988°C, cycling
the applied uniaxial stress up and down through three
different amounts. The resulting stress-strain rate curves
can be extrapolated to zero strain rate in order to estimate
the yield strength (if any) at this temperature. The appar-
ent viscosity increases through time due to crystallization
during the experiment, potentially allowing the onset or
change in yield strength to be observed.

2.6. Geophysical Data

The explosion (Figure 6a) was captured using a thermal
camera and an infrasonic and seismic array (Figure 6b). As
described by Vanderkluysen et al. [2012], thermal video of
the eruption was recorded using a tripod =mounted FLIR
Systems ThemaCAM™ S40. The camera was located 300m
to the SW of the SW crater and acquired imagery at a rate
of six images per second. Images were 320× 240 pixels in
size, with each pixel having a 1.3 mrad instantaneous field
of view, which equates to 39 cm wide pixels over our line
of sight distance. Pixels were corrected for oblique view-
ing effects, and the trajectories of 48 bombs were tracked,
including the sampled bombs. For each bomb, this
allowed us to extract bomb exit velocity, height, and dis-
tance (i.e., the distance between the launch and landing
point). The eruption was also recorded using a pressure
sensor, a seismometer, and a thermal infrared thermom-
eter whose outputs were sampled at 55Hz. These instru-
ments were located at station ROC, 650mNE of the center
of the SW crater (Figure 1).

3. Results
3.1. The Eruption

The VLP seismic event, which is typically associated with
generation and/or ascent of the slug [e.g., James et al.,

2004], began at 11:10:49 and occurred at a depth of 450m below the vent (Figure 6c). Onset of the infrasonic
signal, due to bursting of the slug at the free surface, was recorded at 11:11:03, with first emission of ejecta
from the vent being recorded by the radiometer at 11:11:02 (Figure 6c). The emission ended at 11:11:23,
having lasted 22 s. From the thermal camera data we obtained a range of exit velocities for the bombs of
27–67m s�1, with a mean of 48m s�1 and a standard deviation of 10m s�1. Bombs reached maximum
heights of 155m and landed at distances of between 9 and 71m from the vent, their flight paths detailed
by Vanderkluysen et al. [2012].

3.2. Qualitative Textural Observations

Both bombs are rich in heterogeneously distributed crystals. The phenocryst assemblage of olivine, plagio-
clase, and clinopyroxene is typical of Stromboli’s HP dark scoria. From the rock scan, the 2-D percentage of
phenocrysts with a long diameter> 2mm is about 6% in bomb A and 4% in bomb D (Figure 3). The vesicle
distribution is heterogeneous in both bombs, with a high concentration in areas 1a, 1b, and 1c (Figure 3a) and
a low concentration in area 2 (Figure 3a). The vesicle-poor areas make up 44% of bomb A and 11% of bomb D.

Following the terminology of Houghton and Wilson [1989], we divided the vesicular areas into four types
(Figure 3): type 1a: incipiently vesicular areas characterized by small vesicles (smaller than 0.5mm), type 1b:

Figure 5. Qualitative crystal size distributions (CSDs) of the
total crystal content in the different texture facies recog-
nized in bomb A (a1) and in bomb D (d2) and defined in
section 3.2.
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poorly vesicular areas characterized by vesicles with diameters 1–2mm, type 1c: poorly vesicular areas with
elongated vesicles aligned perpendicular to the primary long axis, and type 2: dense areas with few vesicles.

Although these bombs were quenched, a few portions show the characteristic cooling thermal gradient [e.g.,
Gurioli et al., 2008] of small vesicles at the edge of the bomb, followed by larger vesicles toward the interior of
the sample (see a1cL1 in Figure 2). However, centimeter-sized vesicles occur at the edges of both bombs,
whereas millimeter-sized vesicles are organized into clusters in bomb A and into lenses in bomb D. The
centimeter-scale vesicles have irregular shapes, with the long axis of the vesicle aligned perpendicular to the
long axis of the bomb. Smaller vesicles are circular with rounded, nondeformed shapes. At higher magnifi-
cations it is possible to observe that the densest portions of each bomb are characterized by the highest
content in microphenocrysts and microlites.

Based on these textural observations, we can define four main textural facies, as illustrated in Figure 4: HP
facies: highly porphyritic, vesiculated regions (vesicularity types 1a and 1b) characterized by microlite-poor
glass (Figures 4a, 4c, and 4e), HPM facies: highly porphyritic, vesiculated regions (vesicularity types 1b and 1c)
characterized by microlite-rich glass (Figures 4f, 4h, and 4i), HPD facies: highly porphyritic, vesicle-poor re-
gions (vesicularity type 2) characterized bymicrolite-rich glass (Figures 4a, 4c, and 4g), and HPDs facies: highly
porphyritic, transitional facies between regions poor in vesicles and regions rich in rounded, small vesicles,
usually smaller than 0.5mm in diameter, of vesicularity type 1a, and characterized by microlite-rich glass
(Figures 4b, 4d, and 4j).

Figure 6. (a) Thermal image taken from ROC of the 6 June 2008, 11:11 GMT normal explosion at Stromboli dominated by a jet of bombs. The thick trajectory in black corresponds to bomb
A. This bomb had an exit velocity of 45m/s, reached a maximum height of 48m, and came to rest 298m from the vent. (b) (from bottom to top) Thermal, acoustic, and seismic signals
acquired for the same explosion. (c) Schematic model for the shallow (above 300m) system at Stromboli. The source is located at depth h below the surface and at depth Δh inside the
magma column. The slug ascends distance Δh at velocity U to burst at the free surface at depth hc. The cloud of fragments and gas then ascends the empty conduit length of distance hc at
velocity Ujet, to be emitted from the vent. All depths and velocities are set using the typical range in seismic-infrasonic-thermal delay times (reported in Figure 6b) for sensors colocated at
distance x from the vent, with a range in fragment ascent velocity of 27–67m/s. The diagram is modified from Harris and Ripepe [2007a].
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The proportion of HP facies is quite low in respect to the HPM,
HPD, and HPDs facies. All facies are, though, mingled and ran-
domly distributed in the bombs. The HP facies lacks elongated or
deformed vesicles and has a low content of small vesicles
(30–40μm in diameter, Figure 4e). The HPM facies has both large
and small vesicles (Figures 4f, 4h, and 4i). The former are rounded
(Figure 4i), but commonly also deformed, squeezing into spaces
between the phenocrysts (Figure 4h). Instead, microlites puncture
vesicles. The HPDs facies contains no millimeter-sized vesicles but
instead has smaller, rounded, vesicles (Figures 4f, 4i, and 4l),
particularly of the smallest vesicle size (30–40μm in diameter,
Figure 4f). The three microlite-rich facies are distinctive in that they
contain phenocrysts of oxidized olivine (Figures 4a, 4b, and 4f)
that are characterized by both oriented, and pervasive,
nonoriented vermicular symplectite-like textures. All oxidized
olivine phenocrysts have reaction rims (Figure 4f).

3.3. Quantitative Textural Measurements

Because of the heterogeneity of the two bombs, we quantified
each texture in terms of density, vesicle size distribution, crystal
content (phenocrysts versus microlites), and glass chemistry.
Thus, we defined these parameters for the thin section as a whole,
as well as for each facies apparent in the thin section (see Table 1).
This allowed us to check whether the parental magmas of the four
facies experienced (i) single or multiple vesicle nucleation and
expansion events, (ii) the same degassing history, and/or (iii) the
same residence time in the conduit before the explosion.

For the density measurements, we measured samples from both
the densest and most vesicular portions of each facies. Bomb A
has a greater proportion of denser regions than bomb D. As a re-
sult, samples from bomb A have densities between 1.6 and 2 g
cm�3, but samples from bomb D have homogeneous densities of
around 1.4 g cm�3. These values match those for bombs
emplaced by major explosions [Gurioli et al., 2013]. To quantify the
microscopic textural variations, we analyzed several thin sections,
including at least one from each textural facies observed (Table 1).

In Figure 5 we report the qualitative crystal size distribution (CSD).
Although the spherical assumption is not corrected for, we use the
distribution only to compare the different facies and to highlight
the possible presence of different size populations. All of the
facies are characterized by a main population of crystals larger
than 100μm, with the HPM, HPD, and HPDs facies also having a
second, distinct, population between 0.10 and 100μm. Therefore,
we calculated (in 2-D) the percentage of phenocrysts (with a longest
diameter> 100μm) versus microlites (longest diameter< 100μm),
as given in Table 1. The microlite phases are oxides, pyroxenes,
and plagioclase.

In Figure 7 we plot the average, minimum, and maximum values
related to the vesicularity, content in crystals, and Nv (number of vesicles per unit volume) for the two whole
samples (bombs A and D), as well as for the samples taken from each of the textural facies (Table 1). The
vesicularity values from the image analyses agree well with the density variations found from measuring
portions of the bombs (Figure 2). The HP facies is characterized by the widest range in vesicularity, 22–48%,
with the HPM facies having the highest values (up to 57%) (Figure 7a). In contrast, the HPD facies is

Figure 7. Average (in red), minimum and maxi-
mum values for six parameters from the two
bombs as a whole (bomb_A and bomb_D) and
from the different textural facies in each bomb:
HP_A_D=HP facies in bomb A and bomb D;
HPM_A and HPM_D=HPM facies in bomb A and
bomb D; HPD_A=HPD facies in bomb A;
HPDs_D=HPDs facies in bomb D. (a) Percentage
of density-derived vesicularity = vesicularity (%);
(b) vesicle-free crystal content = Ctxtot(corr); (c) ves-
icle-free phenocryst content = Pheno(corr) (%); (d)
vesicle-free, microlite content =Micro(corr) (%); and
(e) Nv(corr) (mm

�3
).
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characterized by the lowest, and narrowest, vesicularity range, almost 0–9% (Figure 7a). The average crys-
tallinity is the lowest in the HP facies, with the highest and lowest values in the HPM facies (Figure 7b). The
range of values for phenocryst content is very wide for the HPM facies of bomb D but less so in the other
facies (Figure 7c); facies HPDs has the lowest average. The HP facies has the lowest content of microlites
(Figure 7d); the two dense facies show the highest averages (Figure 7d). In addition, the HP facies has the
lowest average and narrowest range of Nv, whereas the other facies have much higher averages and very
large ranges (Figure 7e).

Figure 8. Distribution of vesicle sizes in bomb A as a function of volume fraction. The distributions are shown for the whole thin sections, as well as for the single textural facies recognized
in each thin section
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The vesicle size histograms for the whole bomb (Figures 8) are characterized by unimodal distributions, de-
spite the presence of the different textural facies. They are also negatively skewed. In bomb A only sample
a1R2 has values that are relatively evenly distributed on both sides of the mean (Figure 8), and only two
samples of bomb D (d2L1 and d2cR5, Figure S1) show clear signatures of expansion (positive skewing). When
examining the different facies, the plots show more complex distributions. Facies HP, in bomb A, is unimodal
and negatively skewed (a1R2_HP, a1cL1_HP, Figure 8) or bimodal with amainmode at 0.63mm and a second
mode at 0.25mm (a1cL3_HP, Figure 8). In bomb D the HP distribution is characterized by a clear signature of
expansion (d2L1_HP, d2cR1_HP, Figure S1). HPM, in bomb A, is characterized by a unimodal distribution, with
a slightly positive skew in a1cL1_HPM (Figure 8),but a negative skew for the other sample. In bomb D, the
HPM texture has a bimodal distribution in d2L2_HPM (Figure S1), with a main mode at 0.63mm and a second,
minor, mode at 0.10mm. Sample d2cR4_HPM is characterized by a peculiar distribution, complicated by an
expansion signature at 6.29mm and a population of tiny vesicles with a mode at 0.06mm. Only in two thin
sections could we extract both facies HP and HPM (a1cL1 and d2L1, Figure 8 and Figure S1). In both cases the
distributions are similar, although facies HPM has a more abundant population of large vesicles. Finally, the
HPD and HPDs facies are those characterized by the most developed skew toward the fine fraction (Figures 8
and S1).

In Figure 9 we compare the whole-bomb cumulative volume fraction data and those obtained from single
facies. For the whole-bomb data (Figures 9a and 9b), distributions are similar, especially in bomb D. However,
the different characteristics of each textural facies are evident in Figures 9c and 9d. See, for example, the
difference between the HP and HPM facies, with HPM showing the strongest signature of expansion (espe-
cially in bomb D). In contrast, the HPD and HPDs facies lack vesicles larger than 2mm but have among the
highest contents of small vesicles.

3.4. Chemical Results

Chemical analyses were conducted on the glassy matrix (free of microlites) for the HP and HPD facies (sam-
ples a1R2, d2L2b, Table S1) and for the HPM and HPDs facies (d2R4 sample, Table S1). Several spot analyses
were made from the HP areas into the HPD areas in the two bombs (Figures 10a and 10b and Table S1). In
bomb A, there is a correlation between increasing silica and increasing microlite content of the glass matrix
along this traverse (Figure 10a). A plot of CaO/Al2O3 versus K2O content (Figure 10c) shows that the variation
in potassium is consistent between the HP dark scoriae (orange area in Figure 10c) and the HP facies isolated
in the two bombs (triangles in Figure 10c). In contrast, the variation in K is well outside the orange area for the

Figure 9. Number of vesicles greater than a given size (cumulative number density referenced to the melt volume) versus size on a log-log
plot for (a) the whole thin sections in bomb A, (b) the whole thin sections in bomb D, (c) for the single textural facies recognized in each thin
section of bomb A, and (d) for the single textural facies recognized in each thin section of bomb D.
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Figure 10. (a and b) Distance variation in x coordinate (in micron) in the probe versus SiO2 content of glass for the two bombs a1R2 (red
dots) and d2L_2b (blue dots), (c) CaO/Al2O3 ratio of glass versus K2O content of glass.

Figure 11. Olivine analyses in bomb A. (a–c) BSE probe photos of an olivine, the symplectites inside the olivine, the rim of pyroxenes at the
edge of the crystal, and the glass wetting the olivine, respectively.
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other three facies rich in microlites (squares in
Figure 10c). However, the data follow a linear
trend from the HP to the microlite-rich
facies (Figure 10c).

Oxidized olivine phenocrysts in the HPM por-
tion of the d2R4 thin section were analyzed, as
well as oxides both inside and outside the
olivine. The results show that the olivine is
richer in magnesium with respect to that of
the HP magma [e.g., Francalanci et al., 2005;
Landi et al., 2004]. The olivine is similar to the
altered olivine described in lava by Cortés et al.
[2006] and found within lithic blocks ejected
during the 2007 paroxysmal event by Del Moro
et al. [2013]. In the olivine shown in Figure 11,
the oxides are all magnetite; the external oxides
are richer in titanium than the internal oxides
(Figure 11). The alteration rind of the olivine is
clinopyroxene (Figure 11).

3.5. Rheology Results

The results of the various viscosity experi-
ments are given in Tables 2 and 3 and plotted
in Figure 12. The rock core initially showed
only a slight decrease in apparent viscosity as
the temperature was increased from 918 to
984°C (Figure 12a). As the temperature was
reduced to 895°C, the viscosity increased at a
more typical rate, similar to that observed for
the remelted material. We interpret the in-
crease in apparent viscosity over time as due
to ongoing crystallization of the interstitial
melt at the subliquidus conditions
of measurement.

For the remelted material, the four different
cores used to obtain the parallel-plate data
give similar results, although their viscosity is
different by more than measurement uncer-
tainty, perhaps suggesting minor differences
in oxidation state in cores drilled at different
distances from the melt-air interface. The
concentric cylinder data show a smooth in-
crease in viscosity as temperature decreases
from ~1500 to ~1200°C (Figure 12a). However,
the three lowest temperature points deviate
sharply toward higher apparent viscosities.
This indicates that the liquidus was crossed
between 1218 and 1191°C. On heating back to
1500°C, the viscosity matched that measured
earlier, indicating that all crystals remelted

quickly. The points below the liquidus fall along a line that extrapolates close to the first parallel-plate data
measured on the rock core, consistent with a slightly smaller crystal fraction in the magma at 1120°C than in
the rock core. The bomb may therefore have an effective quenching temperature close to 1100°C.

Table 2. Parallel-Plate Viscosity Data

Segment T (°C) Log η (Pa s)

a1cL Bulk Rock
6 918.4 10.50
7 948.7 10.29
8 969.1 10.05
9 984.1 9.92
10 978.9 10.29
11 945.4 10.88
12 927.6 11.58
14 895.1 12.20

Segment T (°C) log η notes
Remelt core #1

1 753.3 8.81 gla

2 734.8 9.38 gla

3 714.7 10.06 gla

4 695.3 10.73 gla

Ramp to 1000°C, dwell for 60 min
4 910.4 10.31 xtlb, 2c

5 909.3 10.68 xtlb, 2c

6 930.3 10.83 xtlb, 2c

8 954.9 11.01 xtlb, 2c

9 994.9 10.55 xtlb, 2c

10 967.5 11.10 xtlb

Remelt core #2
1 748.4 9.02 gla

2 729.6 9.61 gla

3 709.4 10.44 gla

Ramp to 1000°C, dwell for 0 min
9 749.3 10.73 xtlb

10 769.2 10.91 xtlb

11 769.0 11.08 xtlb

4 827.6 10.40 xtlb, 2c

5 809.4 10.98 xtlb, 2c

6 768.6 11.80 xtlb, 2c

Remelt core #3
2 725.5 9.37 gla

3 703.2 10.28 gla

4 682.4 11.09 gla

8 736.6 9.15 gla

Ramp to 950°C, dwell for 0 min
13 803.9 9.18 xtlb

14 784.0 9.79 xtlb

15 763.9 10.39 xtlb

16 743.8 10.99 xtlb

17 723.9 11.66 xtlb

Remelt core #4
2 736.5 9.05 gla

3 717.1 9.68 gla

4 698.2 10.33 gla

5 678.8 11.05 gla

Ramp to 950°C, dwell for 60 min
15 958.4 10.30 xtlb

17 973.3 10.16 xtlb

18 993.4 9.91 xtlb

19 944.2 11.14 xtlb

20 929.3 11.62 xtlb

21 908.6 11.84 xtlb

agl =measurement on glassy core (melt).
bxtl = after high temperature annealing, some crystals (c.f. Figure 10c).
c2 =measurements collected during a subsequent run on another

day, after cooling to room temperature.
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Combining the high and low temperature
data for remelt experiments, and excluding
the data affected by subliquidus crystalliza-
tion, the best fit Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT)
equation relating melt viscosity (η) and tem-
perature (T) is

logviscosity Pasð Þ
¼ �4:65þ 6653:0= T Kð Þ � 531:4½ � (1)

This equation reproduces 26 data points with
a root-mean-square error of 0.12 log units.

The four crystallization experiments were
conducted after heating to high temperature
at 20°C/min, with dwell times of either 0 or 60
min before cooling and measuring viscosity.

Very small acicular to skeletal crystals nucleated rapidly, resulting in rapid viscosity increases (Figure 12b).
Crystal contents of ~10–60%were estimated frombackscattered electron images (Figure 12c) and are reported
in Table 4 along with parallel-plate viscosity measurements. As the melt crystallizes, the viscosity increases due
to two effects: (i) physical, due to the increase in crystal fraction and (ii) chemical, due to evolving residual liquid
composition. We noted considerable variation in the interstitial melt compositions between different experi-
ments, indicative of disequilibrium crystallization, as is expected in this kind of experiment; the range of inter-
stitial melts remained basaltic, however, and did not approach the trachyandesitic glass composition observed
in the bombs (Figure 13a). Despite this difference in residual melt composition, both experiments with a 60min
high-temperature dwell produced crystal contents of about 60% and viscosities similar to those of the bulk rock
core (Figure 12b). This suggests that the physical effect of crystals is far more important than the small chemical
differences between the natural and experimental interstitial melts.

The yield strength experiments all produced qualitatively similar results, with the apparent viscosity of each sample
increasing over time (Figure 14). We interpret this to be primarily due to continued crystallization, rather than
bubble compaction, because the volume fraction of connected porosity increased in every experiment (Table S2).
In all cases the stress-strain rate relationships are notably nonlinear, and concave down, indicating a non-
Newtonian shear-thinning rheological behavior. Similar behavior has been noted for basalt [Ishibashi, 2009], tra-
chyte [Vona et al., 2013], and dacites [Lavallée et al., 2007; Avard and Whittington, 2012]. The critical question is
whether these curves would extrapolate through the origin, or above it, in which case the magmas would exhibit
an apparent yield strength. This ismost easily estimated by extrapolating the first data fromeach experiment, when
strain rates are highest, especially during the first increasing stress cycle. Linear extrapolation, which places only a
maximum constraint on the yield strength, gives intercepts of 30 kPa for a1cL, 20 kPa for a1cR, and 12 kPa for b
(Figure 14). Because these are maximum estimates, there is no particular significance that our maximum value for
a1cL is greater than for a1cR, which in turn is greater than for b. In brief, while we cannot rule out the existence of a
yield strength, we can confidently constrain its magnitude to be relatively small, probably less than 10 kPa.

3.6. Geophysical Results

Following Ripepe et al. [2001, 2002], the ascent velocities obtained from the thermal camera data, when in-
tegrated with the seismic and acoustic data, should allow us to derive a depth and velocity model for the
shallow conduit. Such a model is reported in Figure 6c. Within this model, the depth to the magma free
surface (hc) can be obtained from the delay time between infrasonic and thermal onset (Δti � e) in

hc ¼ Δti � e � x=c

Ujet � c′
� �

= c′Ujet
� � (2)

where x is the distance between the vent and the sensor, c is the speed of sound in the atmosphere (340ms�1),
Ujet is the speed of the ascending mixture of gas and fragments, and c ’ is the sound speed in the

Table 3. Concentric-Cylinder Viscosity Data

Segment T (°C) Log η (Pa s)

5 1500.9 0.73
6 1461.6 0.88
7 1413.0 1.10
8 1364.3 1.35
9 1315.8 1.61
10 1267.0 1.92
11 1218.4 2.31
12 1169.7 3.03 xtla

13 1119.8 4.18 xtla

14 1191.3 2.98 xtla

15 1241.5 2.22
16 1340.5 1.46
17 1442.4 0.96
18 1501.8 0.71

axtl = subliquidus measurement, some crystals.
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conduit (708m s�1) [Ripepe et al., 2001, 2002]. In this specific case, Δti � e is �0.6 s (i.e., the thermal
signal is recorded before the infrasonic signal), x is 650m, and Ujet is 48m s�1. Thus, the resulting
distance hc is 130m. Given that the hot cloud needs to ascend to a height of 30m before it can be
seen from the ROC site, the conduit length is ~100m. Now, given the delay time between infrasonic

Figure 12. (a) Results of viscosity experiments on cores of a1cL (“bulk rock,” triangles) and remelted liquids (circles), plotted as log viscosity
versus inverse temperature. Data were collected by parallel-plate (pp) and concentric-cylinder (cc) viscometry and are given in Tables 2 and
3. Open diamonds indicate data for which crystallization affected concentric cylinder measurements. Solid line = best fit VFT equation for
melt viscosity. Dashed line = inferred liquidus temperature. Dotted line = extrapolation of concentric cylinder measurements on partially
crystallized magma to lower temperatures. (b) Results of crystallization experiments at 950 and 1000°C, with approximate crystal fractions
indicated. (c) BSE images showing experimentally produced textures. All scale bars are 10 μm.
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Table 4. Electron Microprobe Analyses of Interstitial Melts Produced in Crystallization Experimentsa

Remelt Core 3 Core 2 Core 4 Core 1 a1cL

Dwell T (°C) 950 1000 950 1000 Matrix

Dwell t (min) 0 0 60 60 Glass

% Crystals 0 10 40 60 60 60

n= 7 n= 5 n= 2 n= 1 n= 6 n= 10

SiO2 50.43 51.19 52.27 50.59 51.75 57.62
TiO2 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.08 0.92 1.43
Al2O3 20.18 18.14 18.80 17.11 18.12 16.49
Cr2O3 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00
FeO 7.55 7.94 7.92 8.50 8.17 6.70
MnO 0.16 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19
MgO 5.10 5.73 5.03 7.08 6.05 3.01
CaO 10.60 11.18 11.07 12.98 11.03 5.57
Na2O 2.66 2.54 2.56 0.97 3.23 3.40
K2O 2.32 2.11 1.15 1.49 0.52 5.59

aAnalyses have been normalized to 100wt % total.

Figure 13. (a) Experimental bulk compositions and experimental residual melt compositions of partially crystalline magmas, plotted on a
total alkalis versus silica (TAS) diagram. Closed symbols are from normal activity, open from paroxysmal activity. (b) Comparison of mea-
sured and calculated viscosity of melts from normal and paroxysmal eruptions. GRD calc indicates viscosity calculated using the model of
Giordano et al. [2008]. Compositions for normal activity are a1cL remelt and matrix and experimental cores 1 through 4 (Table 4).
Compositions for paroxysmal activity are bulk compositions from Misiti et al. [2009] and Vona et al. [2013].
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and seismic onsets, the velocity at which the slug ascends the magma-filled conduit section can be
calculated using

U ¼ h� hc
Δti � s � hc=c′ � x=c þ r=α

(3)

in which U is the slug ascent velocity, h is the depth of VLP signal, Δti � s is the delay time between infrasonic
and seismic onsets, r is the distance between the source and the sensor, and α is the seismic P wave velocity
(1600ms�1) [Braun and Ripepe, 1993]. In our case,Δti � s is 14.4 s (i.e., the VLP is recorded before the explosion), r is

709m [calculated as
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h2 þ x2
� �q

]. Given a typical VLP depth of 290m for events at the SW crater

[Chouet et al., 2003; Marchetti and Ripepe, 2005], this means that we have a 100m length of empty
conduit and a magma-filled path of 190m up which the slug rises at a velocity of 13ms�1. However,
the VLP depth for this explosion was deeper, at 450m, so that the magma-filled path was 350m long
and U was 25ms�1. Both of these ascent velocities, in agreement with the slug ascent velocities of 10–70m
s�1 calculated during normal explosive activity at Stromboli by Harris and Ripepe [2007a], are rather high.

4. Discussion
4.1. Textural Facies and Chemical Variations Within the Shallow Magmas at Stromboli

Extraction of textural and chemical features allow us to observe and quantify the fresh (HP magma) and the
microlite-rich magma (HPM, HPD, and HPDs magma) that comprise the sampled bombs. All facies coexist
side-by-side in the same clast (Figures 2–4). The vesiculated, microlite-free glass resembles the texture and
chemistry of the HP scoria described by Lautze and Houghton [2005, 2007, 2008], Polacci et al. [2006, 2009],
and Colò et al. [2010]. However, our fresh HP magma lacks the large and deformed vesicles described by the
previous authors, who interpreted this as evidence of protracted coalescence and outgassing (Table 5). We
observed larger and deformed vesicles only in some HPM facies. The coalescence signature (Figures 8, 9, and
S1) is, however, not so a strong as that described by Lautze and Houghton [2005, 2007, 2008] in their LD, TT,
and HD facies. Interestingly, in the scoriae lapilli that we sampled a few hours later we found strong signature
of coalescence, but no evidence of microlites or oxidized olivine [Colò, 2012]. Therefore, it seems that the
large bombs sample a microlite-rich facies characterized by oxidized olivine. Such a facies has never been
described before for Stromboli’s shallow magmatic system (Table 5). Micrometer heterogeneities in denser
portions of scoriae lapilli have been documented by Lautze and Houghton [2005, 2007], but they are microlite
poor and chemically homogeneous [Lautze and Houghton, 2005]. In contrast, the very dense microlite-rich
glass (HPDmagma) in our bombs resemble that observed in lava flow and dyke samples from Stromboli [e.g.,
Renzulli et al., 2009], although our HPD facies has a higher proportion of glass. Finally, the HD magma de-
scribed by Lautze and Houghton [2005, 2007, 2008] is poor in small vesicles, while our HPD and HPDs are
characterized by a large number of small vesicles in comparison to the HP fresh magma mingled with them.
So what is the interpretation of the new facies that we observed and quantified? What is the meaning of the
microlites and the oxidized olivine?

Figure 14. Stress versus strain rate curves for cores of bomb fragments a1cL, a1cR, and b, all collected at ~986°C under uniaxial compression. Dashed lines indicate the order in which points
were acquired, always starting with the highest strain rate (lowest apparent viscosity). Full data are given in Table S3.
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We are able to exclude the formation of the microlites due to slow posteruption cooling by quenching the
bombs as soon as they landed, achieved by pouring water on them. In addition the microlites puncture
rounded vesicles of medium and small sizes. Therefore, we interpret the crystallization of microlites to have
occurred in the conduit some time after the last vesiculation event that characterized the HPM, the HPD, and
the HPDs magmas. The phenocryst-crystallization event is of course the first that happened in the magma
chamber, previous to the vesiculation event. The lower vesicularity in the HPD and HPDs facies and their high
microlite content (Figure 7) can be explained by more protracted outgassing during longer residence time in
the conduit. All of these textural facies represent partly outgassed older magma relative to the HP magma.

The differences in phenocryst and microlite content between each textural facies mean that each facies can
be related to portions of magma arriving at different times in the shallow system, to degas, and become
stacked up against the conduit wall, as suggested by Lautze and Houghton [2005]. They may also remain as a
stagnant layer, or an overhang attached to the conduit wall, capping the magma free surface. Some of this
cap magma may also represent magma that falls back into the column during fall out from explosive events,
as documented at Villarrica by Gurioli et al. [2008] during similar activity. We expect that such recycled
portions of the mixture will be soft and partially melted, but it is unlikely that they will undergo complete
assimilation due to the short time between explosive bursts.

What can the different vesicularity of these magmas tell us? At first glance, the vesicle size distributions seem
to be characterized by a single nucleation event and subsequent expansion without a signature of coales-
cence. However, examination of single textural facies reveals that the HP magma lacks the abundant small
vesicles that are apparent in the other three magmas. It also does not have deformed vesicles or strong ex-
pansion signatures, as we can observe in, for example, the HPM magma. The HPM magma does, however,
have larger vesicles than the HPD and HPDs magmas and they are sometime deformed between the phe-
nocrysts, which formed in the magma chamber before vesicle growth.

Based on these observations, we interpret the HP texture to have formed in fresh (microlite-free) magma that
was dispersed or mingled, in very low percentages, with older, recycled, completely (dense parts) or partially
(vesiculated zones with microlites) outgassed magmas. The positive correlation between crystallinity and
number of small vesicles suggests that the “old” completely or partially outgassed magma was “passively”
involved in the vesiculation event of the HP magma, trapping small vesicles, that could have been formed by
splitting of larger vesicles [Belien et al., 2010]. According to Belien et al. [2010], such small bubbles are then
enriched in the system (in our case in the HPD and HPDs textural facies) relative to the larger ones because of
their slower rise velocity and tendency to stagnate beneath the particles. In contrast, the larger preexisting
vesicles further expanded, sometimes becoming deformed because of the abundant phenocrysts of similar
dimensions. The variations in glass chemistry observed for both bombs are apparent from an increase in Fe-Ti
oxides with increased K (and decreased Fe). The abundant clinopyroxene microlites and microphenocrysts
lead to a decrease in Ca in the densest portions (HPD magma), as well as in the vesiculated portions of HPM
(Figure 9). As a result, the HPD, HPDs, and HPM glasses plot away from the HP field but on a well-defined
linear trend. In Figure 10c we also plot the LP magmas from an air-quenched bomb sampled from a January
2010 explosion at Stromboli [Gurioli et al., 2013], which shows a primitive signature.

One further question relates to what triggered the second crystallization event. The population of crystals
smaller than 100 μ shows a well-defined crystal habit. The HPM and HPD facies are also characterized by oxi-
dized olivine, rich in magnetite. The process of oxidation occurred subsolidus, after the olivine had already
crystallized. This may suggest that the alteration of olivine, as well as the nucleation of mineral phases in the
glass matrix such as pyroxene, feldspar, and Ti magnetite, happened during a period of reheating of completely
(the HPD and HPDs) or partially degassed magma (HPM), either not ejected or ejected but recycled by previous
explosions, that was remelted or kept at high temperature. In this scenario, early degassing of normal HP
magma left behind in the shallow system or fallback from previous explosions is followed by air being sucked
into the system to create the high fO2 but still at a temperature above 800°C to allow the crystallization of the
magnetite-type minerals [Haggerty and Baker, 1967; Khisina et al., 1995; Gualtieri et al., 2003]. This may indicate
that the HPM and HPD magmas were sitting at the magma free surface, above the solidus temperature, under ox-
idizing conditions. These oxidizing conditions could result from contact with air (as suggested by Blondes et al. [2012]
for similar texture found in basaltic lava) and/or from sudden decompressions that destabilized a small volume of
magma that remains oxidized even after the system is reequilibrated, as suggested by Cortés et al. [2006]. In contrast
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with Cortés et al. [2006], we do not believe that the olivine is from a deeper highly oxidized magma but instead is
oxidized at a shallow depth because of reheating or slow cooling of shallow batches of magmas. A similar scenario
has been recently proposed by Del Moro et al. [2013], to describe oxidation of lithic fragments emitted around the
crater area during the 2007 paroxysm events. Here we find similar oxidation characterizing degassed magma in
the conduit.

If the HMP, HPD, and HPDs facies truly represent magma residing in the shallow portion of Stromboli’s con-
duit system, what, then, do the lapilli represent? First, we must clarify that for the type 1 [Patrick et al., 2007],
ballistic-dominated, explosion sampled, bombs are the dominant component in terms of volume and mass
[Gurioli et al., 2013]. Thus, the opportunity to examine this component allowed us to discover new textural facies
that have not, to date, been found in the lapilli-sized scoria samples. Based only on data for the lapilli-sized
samples, three different models have been invoked to explain the textural features reported in Table 5. Lautze
and Houghton [2005, 2007, 2008] proposed a model in which actively vesiculating (low density) melt rises with
the gas phase and mingles with more mature (high density) stagnant melt residing in the shallow conduit. In
this model, less intense explosions are correlated with an increase in the percentage of the stagnant magma. In
addition, Polacci et al. [2006, 2008, 2009] interpreted the tortuous-to-channel-like vesicles that they found as
preferential pathways for degassing. These form pathways through the fluid magma that can be used by gases
that flow nonexplosively to the surface. In contrast, Colò et al. [2010] found that the bubble number density
(BND) can be correlated with infrasonic activity. Low BND, which reflects a large contribution of big bubbles,
correlates with periods of high infrasonic activity, i.e., more vigorous explosions. These results suggest that
higher gas contents produce more energetic activity, involve more highly developed magma vesiculation, and
are associated with high-density melt with large bubbles. Therefore, if lapilli and bombs all come from the same
shallow magma layer in the conduit, why are lapilli microlite free, but bombs are not?

As stated in these previous studies, the lapilli do not contain microlites or oxidized olivine, but they do display
coalesced vesicles and gas percolation pathways. Does this texture, characterized by coalesced vesicles, really
represent a signature of stagnant magma? A different interpretation was given by Colò et al. [2010], who
actually correlated the presence of such large vesicles with an increase in the gas flux, not necessarily in-
volving stagnant magma. Because our bombs contain lapilli-like portions, a working hypothesis could be that
the bombs consist of both magma that have experienced no, or limited, residence time in the shallow con-
duit, plus magma of prolonged residence time. This idea is in agreement with both the presence of oxidized
olivine crystals, as well as the variable degree of crystallization and chemical evolution of the bombs. But, if
this is the case, we now wonder if the coalescence signature is something that happens syneruptively, as
proven for relatively more viscous magmas [Shea et al., 2012; Rotella, 2012] and has nothing to do with the
residence time in the conduit as proposed by Lautze and Houghton [2007] and Table 5.

4.2. Rheology of Normal Magmas at Stromboli

Two previous studies have measured the viscosity of material erupted during paroxysmal events at
Stromboli.Misiti et al. [2009] investigated the viscosity of dry and hydrous melts with the bulk composition of
the crystal-poor pumice (LP magma) from the paroxysmal eruption on 5 April 2003. Their measurements,
using the falling sphere and micropenetration techniques, span a wide range of temperature and water
content (450–1400°C and 0.02–4.16 wt % H2O) for crystal-free melts. Vona et al. [2011] investigated the
rheology of anhydrous crystal-bearing magmas of similar composition, from the paroxysmal eruption on 15
March 2007, using the concentric cylinder technique between 1187 and 1131°C. Our results, combined with
these previous studies, can be used to assess the relative importance of changing chemical composition and
crystal content in determining the rheology of Stromboli magmas.

The bulk compositions of the two different magmas, from normal and paroxysmal events (HP and LP,
respectively), are remarkably similar (Figure 13a), and it is unsurprising that their remelts show a very similar
viscosity (Figure 13b). The variation in viscosity due to changing residual melt composition can be estimated
using the model of Giordano et al. [2008] to calculate viscosity. For the “normal”magma composition, residual
melts from experimental cores 1 through 4 are calculated to have a range of up to 0.5 log units lower than the
bulk melt, while the matrix melt from a1cL would be approximately 1 order of magnitude more viscous than
the bulk melt (Table S2). For the “paroxysmal” magma composition, residual melts from the experiments of
Vona et al. [2011] do not vary much from the starting composition (Figure 13a), and their viscosities are
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calculated to remain within 0.2 log units of the bulk melt viscosity over the temperature range illustrated
in Figure 13b.

In summary, chemical variations in the residual melts of either normal or paroxysmal magmas are likely to
contribute no more than a factor of 10 to changes in viscosity from purely molten to at least 60% crystalline.
Consequently, rheological variations between melt and magma of many orders of magnitude (Figure 12a)
must be primarily attributed to changing crystal content. Bubbles may also play a role, although the similarity
in viscosity between experimentally crystallized melt and rock core with several volume percent porosity
suggests that crystals have the dominant effect, at least at low-strain rates.

In order to interpret the measured viscosity for the rock core, we calculated matrix liquid viscosity using the
Giordano et al. [2008] model and the analyzed groundmass composition for a1cL. The predicted viscosity of
the interstitial melts is

logviscosity Pasð Þ ¼ �4:55þ 7870:1= T� 483:9ð Þ (4)

logviscosity Pasð Þ ¼ �4:55þ 7726:7= T� 498:0ð Þ basedonouraverage a1cL (5)

To estimate the viscosity of the mixtures of melt, bubbles, and crystals in the shallow conduit we used the
three-phase viscosity treatment of Phan-Thien and Pham [1997], as tested on, and applied to, active lavas by
Harris and Allen [2008]. This treatment gives three cases:

1. Case 1: Crystals smaller than bubbles,

η ϕ;ϕb;

� � ¼ ηf 1� vc= 1� vbð Þ½ ��5=2 1� vbð Þ�1 (6a)

Case 2: Crystals and bubbles are of the same size range,

η ϕ;ϕb;

� � ¼ ηf 1–vc � vbð Þ– 5vc þ 2vbð Þ=2 vc þ vbð Þ (6b)

Case 3: Crystals larger than bubbles,

η ϕ;ϕb;

� � ¼ ηf 1–vb= 1–vcð Þ½ ��1 1–vcð Þ�5=2 (6c)

in which vc and vb are the crystal and bubble volume fractions, respectively, ηf is the fluid viscosity, and η(ϕ,ϕb,) is
the three-phasemixture viscosity. We applied the equations depending on the relative size of crystals and bubbles
using two end-member situations: (i) a melt temperature of 1200°C, in which case the melt viscosity obtained
using equation 1 is 260Pa s and (ii) a melt temperature of 1000°C, in which case the melt viscosity obtained using
equation 4 is 20,860Pa s. Results are given in Table 6. We see that, at 1200°C, the HP magma has the lowest
minimum viscosity of all magmas (850Pa s). However, in terms of mean viscosity the HPD magma is least viscous
(mean=4600Pa s), due to its relatively low bubble content (mean=14%). All other magmas have higher and
similar viscosities, mean values being 6600–52 300Pa s, as result of their higher bubble and crystal contents.
Because all of these magmas were well mixed, the viscosity for the “mixture” magma type (6640Pa s) may be
the most appropriate value to describe the viscosity of the shallow system at high temperatures.

If the magma has partly crystallized, this viscosity will be substantially higher, 105 Pa s for a mixture at a
temperature of 1100°C, and 106 Pa s at 1000°C (Table 6). These values are identical to the range (105–106 Pa s)
estimated for lava flows erupted from Stromboli’s shallow system during 2003 [Harris et al., 2005]. Given that
the lava flow is likely just the normal shallow system magma flux escaping from the conduit due to opening
of a dyke [Harris et al., 2005], this makes sense. In fact, because the lava flows likely represent the immediate
escape of magma upon reaching the top of the column, magma normally trapped in the column for some
time before release in a Strombolian eruption is probably more likely outgassed and crystalline than that
feeding the lava. This explains why some of our densities measured in the two bombs are greater than those
obtained for lava flows at Stromboli. Thus, viscosities in the range of 1.2–53.1 × 106 Pa s for a crystallized,
degassed magma mixture in the uppermost portion of Stromboli’s conduit seem reasonable.
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4.3. An Integrated Model for the Shallow Conduit System at Stromboli

The idea of a shallow conduit comprising a mix of vesicular and denser, partly crystallized, and degassed magma
has been described for Stromboli by other workers [e.g., Burton et al., 2007; Lautze and Houghton, 2005, 2007, 2008;
Polacci et al., 2008, 2009; Colò et al., 2010; Métrich et al., 2010; Bai et al., 2011]. In this study we confirm, using
straightforward evidence, that outgassed and stagnant magma exists in the shallow portion of the conduit at
Stromboli. The presence of fresh and outgassedmagma together in the shallow systemhas important implications
for the mechanism that generates explosive events. However, we need to point out that we are looking at bombs
erupted during a typical type 1 normal explosion [Patrick et al., 2007] and so can only confidently ascribe our
model to such events, or event periods. If we assume that these HPM and HPD magmas degassed and then
underwent subsolidus reheating under oxidizing conditions due to contact with the air, the viscosity of the HPM
and HPDmagmasmay be of the order of 104–105 Pa s, whereas that of the fresh, unoxidized HPmagmamay be of
the order of 103 Pa s (Table 6). This means that the magma at the top of the column is a mixture of degassed,
oxidized, crystallized, high-viscosity magma and fresh, hot, microlite-poor, low-viscosity magma. It is possible that
the high-viscosity magma could even form a rheologically defined layer (still very hot, above 800°C) at the top of
the column, through which the fresh magma carried upward by the slug must burst. This may help explain the
rather fast propagation velocity of the fragmentation source between the point of VLP generation and the ex-
plosion source, i.e., the surface of the magma column in the conduit. If we assume that the slug fills the conduit,
then the slug ascent velocity should be proportional to 0.48 (Rg)

1/2, where Rg is the radius of the conduit [Batchelor,
1967]. For a rigid conduit with a radius (Rg) in the range of 1 to 5m [Vergniolle and Brandeis, 1996; Vergniolle et al.,
1996], slug velocity should range between 1.5 and 3.4m/s [Seyfried and Freundt, 2000]. This is 1 order ofmagnitude
lower than the velocities obtained from equation 3, i.e., 13–25m/s. It is difficult to justify this geophysically derived
high result and themodel on which it is based—that is, that the delay time between the VLP (i.e., slug generation)
and infrasonic (i.e., slug bursting) signals is related to simple ascent of a slug between the VLP depth and the
explosion level. It seems, instead, we are measuring the velocity at which failure of a highly viscoelastic plug
propagates upward from the depth of the VLP to the top of the plug.

This idea has been quantified in this paper but was qualitatively proposed by Barberi et al. [1993], who wrote

that “the upper part of the Stromboli conduit is filled with a dense, degassed, viscous magma … … … It

Table 6. Textural and Rheological Characteristics of Each Magma Type in Stromboli’s Shallow Conduit, for the Low (Min), High (Max), and
Mean Vesicularity Values From Table 1a

Vesicularity Crystallinity Viscosity I Viscosity II
(%) (%) (× 10

3
Pa s) (× 10

6
Pa s)

Texture: HP
No. 6
Min 22 31 0.85 0.86
Max 54 53 19.9 20.2
Mean 36 43 6.6 6.68
SD 13 8 7.5 7.46

Texture: HPD+HPDs
No. 7
Min 1 46 1.95 0.67
Max 25 55 17.4 1.65
Mean 14 50 4.60 1.17
SD 8 4 5.66 0.37

Texture: HPM
No. 9
Min 26 36 1.73 1.76
Max 57 58 180 183
Mean 41 51 52.3 53.1
SD 9 8 73.4 74.9

Texture: mixture (fresh and outgassed together)
No. 9
Min 20 40 3.40 3.46
Max 46 55 9.50 9.66
Mean 33 48 6.64 6.75
SD 8 6 2.10 2.14

aWe list the fresh magma, HP, the outgassed dense magma (HPD+HPDs), the outgassed vesiculated magma (HPM), and the mixture
of all the textural facies Viscosity I is the mixture viscosity calculated for a fluid at 1200°C (260 Pa s) and Viscosity II is the mixture viscosity
calculated for a fluid at 1000°C (2.64 × 10

5
Pa s).
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would represent an obstacle to the rising gas bubbles, which would accumulate under the degassed, viscous

layer up to the time overpressure required for the Strombolian blast is reached”. If the outgassed and highly

viscous magma forms a plug at the top of the conduit, then why does not this dense material simply plunge

back down the conduit? It is possible that successive bursts of explosive activity take place too frequently for

convection to be developed in the shallower portion of the conduit, or that an overhang of viscous, sticky

material grows outward from the conduit wall to create a dense cap across some of the magma head.

This cap sits on top of the actively convecting region, which brings fresh magma up and takes some of the

outgassed material down. As such, the cap could potentially provide a plug for persistent degassing too, and

possibly it does. Landi et al. [2011] propose a model whereby fresher, hotter magma dominates the central

conduit and cooler magma the marginal conduits. Indeed, it is the central craters that are characterized by

gas puffing, which may dominate the contribution to the total gas flux [Harris and Ripepe, 2007a], and the

marginal (SW and NE) craters are characterized by explosive activity, from which we have our samples. Gas

puffing appears to spread to marginal conduits during phases of higher magma flux [Landi et al., 2011].

Indeed, it appears that there are times when the marginal conduits may be free of such cap material, and the

degree of capping likely varies with time. The problem is that the dense material can be present at the top of

the magma column, and its presence, and temporal/spatial variations in its degree of formation, needs to be

taken into account in any dynamic, explosion mechanism, or geophysical model of the conduit.

Given these observations and problems, we thus find it difficult to reconcile our combination of physical and
geophysical measurements with a simple model whereby the explosion is explained by ascent of a large slug, in a
rheologically uniform and low-viscosity conduit, that bursts cleanly at themagma free surface. Instead, it is possible
that on entering the final few hundred meters of the magma-filled conduit, the slug encounters a rheological
boundary that then fragments.

5. Conclusions

We define a physical situation, in a Strombolian conduit, whereby we have a population of degassed, oxidized,
recrystallized, evolved, and highly viscous magma at the top of the conduit. The fresh, microlite-poor, vesiculated
batch responds to the explosive event, apparently by undergoing rapid decompression. Our bestmodel is that the
degassed magma forms a plug, or rheologically defined layer, at the top of the conduit, through which the fresh
magma bursts. In the light of our data, we need to modify the popular model whereby simple, unimpeded, slug
ascent, and free-surface bursting explains the explosive emission. Such a modification is required not only to
square with the physical situation defined here for the shallow conduit magma at Stromboli but also to properly
explain the sequence of geophysical signals which, when applied to the current model, yield unrealistic results.

Our results also show the importance of sampling the bombs, as well as scoria and ash, during Strombolian
events, in parallel with key geophysical and remote sensing measurements. Such a truly multidisciplinary
sampling strategy is essential if we are to properly understand, model, and explain the dynamics and
mechanisms of Strombolian eruptions, as well as to correctly apply models and assumptions to extract
shallow system dynamics from geophysical data sets. In effect, for events such as these, the bombs sample
the uppermost section of magma in the conduit, revealing the physical state of the magma just prior to
fragmentation and at the point of generation of most of the commonly acquired geophysical metrics for an
explosive event. Our results show a rather complex mixture of high- and low-viscosity magmas. Such infor-
mation is imperative if remotely sensed models and theories are to be deemed valid.
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